Simply Postcode provide example code for many common programming languages,
such as VB, VB.NET, ASP.Net, classic ASP, ColdFusion, Perl, PHP, Java and others
Web HTTP to request XML data for almost any Web language
This data source can be used by any web server or programming language that
supports a server-side scripting language that can parse XML data, to provide
Postcode Lookup within your Software/Web site.
Ideal for XML compliant languages, language/platform independent
JSON Web Service for any JSON compliant language
This data source can be used by any web server or programming language that
supports a server-side scripting language that can parse JSON data.
Platform independent such as .Net, ColdFusion, Perl, PHP, Java and others
SOAP Web Service for any SOAP compliant language
This data source can be used by any web server or programming language that
supports a server-side scripting language that can parse XML data, to provide
Postcode Lookup within your Software/Web site.
Ideal for .NET integration, ColdFusion, Perl, PHP, Java and others
.NET Assembly for VB.NET and C# Desktop applications
The .NET Assembly can be used for .NET Desktop applications to quickly provide
Postcode Address Lookup functionality. This also includes Advanced Words Search
functionality. This can be used with Local data for standalone till solutions.
COM Object for almost any COM Compliant programming language
The COM Object can be used in most modern development environments to quickly
provide Postcode Address Lookup functionality. The COM object also includes
Advanced Words Search functionality. This can be used with Local data.
Ideal for Windows Desktop Bespoke integration such as including: Microsoft
Visual C++† Visual Basic†, MS Access, MS Excel and ASP
Postcode Search Desktop Application to interact with an application
Simply Postcode Desktop application is designed to work with as many applications
as possible, simply install, activate to perform Postcode Address Lookup. The
software then pastes the address information back into your favourite software.
Ideal for quick Windows Desktop integration for common or Bespoke
Applications
Reseller Functionality - We also offer the functionality to allow your own software
to create new customer accounts, and link to your Reseller account for your to receive
commission on all sales, from your customers. Please go to the Web site to apply to be
a reseller, from the “Reseller” menu on top menu bar.
Click on "Programming API", menu option at top of our web site, to read more.
www.SimplyPostcode.com
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